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The Tecton TS01 (Touchscreen Workstation)

Touch screen control is ubiquitous.

According to a 2015 market report, 66% of the UK adult
population carry a smart phone, and 90% of 16 to 24 year 

olds.

Given this, what could be more natural to any unfamiliar 

user, than touching the screen?

The Tecton TS01 has been designed to hide all of the
complexity of an HD CCTV system, and by clever use of a
context sensitive user interface, only present on-screen the
buttons that are needed, and only when being used.

 Until touched, the monitor simply displays any camera
selections appropriate to the application. When control is
required, a touch on the monitor reveals buttons allow live
control, replay and copy functions.

Option 1: ViMMO Spot

TS01 can drive an 

additional ViMMO as a
spot monitor alongside
the touchscreen.

Option 2: ViMMO MS

TS01 can drive an additional 

ViMMO as a 6 way monitor
alongside the touchscreen. No
more blindspots!

TS01 - Touchscreen monitor, driver and integrated stand

The Tecton TS01 is presented as an integrated assembly, with
all the complexity hidden from view behind the monitor. The
integrated stand provides an industrial grade platform that will
last the rigours of continual use. Copies can be made quickly
via a front mounted USB port, or the optional DVD drive.

An elegantly simple way to view and control HD cameras  
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Options:

DVD burner

Additional monitor
output: -

VMMO-SPOT

VMMO-MS

Please ask for a
demonstration of
these options.

About TS01

Screen: 24” touchscreen

Power: 19VDC External PSU (supplied)

Power consumption: 20 Watts

Weight: 7Kg
Height (to top of screen): 440mm
Control: Touch interface. Can also be mouse
driven (mouse optional).

Telephone: +44 (0) 2380 695858

Fax: +44 (0) 2380 695702

Email: cctv@tectononline.com

Web: www.tecton.co.uk




